As a major financial institution, we strive to think and act in a truly international dimension. We
span 50 countries and give growth opportunities to people who share our excitement for
constantly building on the diversity of our local roots and strong European presence.
Bank Austria is number one in Austria and Central and Eastern Europe. Since 2005 we have been a
member of UniCredit, one of the largest European banking groups. Being the bank with the strongest
capital base among the large banks in Austria we aim for excellence and strive to achieve maximum
customer satisfaction. Therefore we consistently invest in the development and motivation of our
employees. In addition we offer ambitious students the opportunity to gain practical experience during
their education.
Capital Markets is responsible for the origination and execution of Austrian IPOs, capital increases,
blocktrades and convertible bonds being the dominant bookrunner for Austrian transactions.
Key tasks and responsibilities
- Prepare presentations and other investment banking deliverables.
- Support with company valuations and shareholder analyses.
- Conduct market and industry analysis.
- Compile company profiles.
- Office support.
Qualifications and Competencies
- Highly motivated student in an advanced stage of her/his studies with a proven interest in Capital
Markets and Corporate Finance.
- Fluency in German and English.
- Excellent knowledge of MS Office tools (experience with Bloomberg preferred).
- Strong understanding of valuation analysis.
- In our company, applications of young people with special needs are highly welcome!
Our offer to you
An internship for at least 3 months with a monthly gross salary of EUR 1050,00 if the internship is
mandatory for your studies. If your internship is not mandatory we offer a monthly gross salary of EUR
743,81.
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